December 28, 2011

H.E. Keat Chhon
Deputy Prime Minister
Minister of Economy and Finance
Ministry of Economy and Finance
Phnom Penh
Kingdom of Cambodia

Excellency:

Subject: Cambodia: Co-Financing Avian and Human Influenza Control and Preparedness Emergency Project (PHRD Grant TF056832)
Extension of Closing Date

I refer to the Grant Agreement for the Co-Financing Avian and Human Influenza Control and Preparedness Emergency Project between the Kingdom of Cambodia and the International Development Association (the Association), acting as administrator of PHRD grants provided by Japan dated May 8, 2008, as amended (the Grant Agreement). Pursuant to your letter dated November 29, 2011 requesting, the extension of the Closing Date, I am pleased to inform you that, after due consideration, the Association concurs with your request.

Accordingly, the Association hereby has established June 30, 2013 as the later date for purposes of section IV.B.2 of Schedule 2 to the Grant Agreement as set out in the attachment to this letter.

Further disbursements under the Grant Agreement will be made for withdrawal applications received by close of business on October 31, 2013 by the World Bank, Manila Office in respect of eligible expenditures made before the Closing Date (i.e., payments made or due for training/workshops and services that have been incurred prior to the Closing Date).

Except as specifically amended hereby, all other terms and conditions of the Grant Agreement shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect.
It is the Association’s policy to make publicly available the Grant Agreement and any information related thereto, including this Notice.

Sincerely yours,

/s/: Oithip Mongkolsawat

Oithip Mongkolsawat
Acting Country Director, Cambodia
East Asia and Pacific Region

CC:  Mr. Rafael Donchao-Moreno, Charge d’Affaires, European Commission in Cambodia
     Mr. Mr. Hideaki Matsuo, Head, Economic & ODA Section, Embassy of Japan
     Mr. John Henry Whitehead, Executive Director for Cambodia, World Bank
ce and cleared by: R. Levesque (LEGES); D. Lopez Zita (CTRDM-Manila); V. M. Manikath (TACT1); M. Diaw (PHRD Team), M. Aydogmus (AHIF); and J. Fraser (Acting SD Leader, EASTS).

Bcc: Messrs./Mmes. J. Roome (EASSD); A. Dixon, L. Lecuit, K. Kaikittipoom (EACTF); M. Ionata (EACSQ); M. Lovei, P. Labaste, A. Piazza, G. Garcia-Rivero, N. Malife, B. Ledesma, E. Fung (EASER); J. Perumalpillai-Essex, M. Chamroeun, P. Eliste, M. Kung, S. Ishihara, B. Leng, S. Khim (EASTS); Q. Fan, S. Bou, T. Mak, A. Khiev, S Khiev, N. Ou (EACSF); S. Beng, T. Johnston, N. Ly, (EASHD); M. T. Quinones, J. Tuyor (EASPS); M. Wang, M. Prachar (LEGES); C. Robert Fabling, K. Danaisawat (EAPFM), V. Krasikov, S. Sok, L. Lor, (EAPCO); P. Selvam, A. Nickesen, K. de Gaffer (EAPCO); R. Tarallo, O. Hayat (CFPPM); EAP Safeguards Secretariat; CTRDM-Manila; TACT1; Leslie Sims, Consultant; and WBDocs.